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Words and their meanings 

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet 
 

Circle the word that has the same meaning. 

 
to make a careful guess about the amount, size, or worth of 

fact truth opinion estimate 

to show to be true or right; prove 

deny blame justify charge 

a short article that highlights some aspect of the larger news story beside or near which it 

appears 

sidebar novel fiction book 

to judge or set the worth of 

neglect oversight forget evaluate 

a reason or plan that guides an action; design or goal 

purpose start dawn root 

the state or condition of being clear or being understood 

clarity darkness uncertainty fog 

to overcome with a loud noise 

mayor section rejoice deafening 

bringing in more money than is spent in a business 

historic opinion profitable wonder 

to make worried or troubled 

concern payment limiting opposite 

a person who gives help or aid 

assistant fidget pelican recoil 
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Answers: 

 
to make a careful guess about the amount, size, or worth of 

fact truth opinion estimate 

to show to be true or right; prove 

deny blame justify charge 

a short article that highlights some aspect of the larger news story beside or near which it 

appears 

sidebar novel fiction book 

to judge or set the worth of 

neglect oversight forget evaluate 

a reason or plan that guides an action; design or goal 

purpose start dawn root 

the state or condition of being clear or being understood 

clarity darkness uncertainty fog 

to overcome with a loud noise 

mayor section rejoice deafening 

bringing in more money than is spent in a business 

historic opinion profitable wonder 

to make worried or troubled 

concern payment limiting opposite 

a person who gives help or aid 

assistant fidget pelican recoil 
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